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Abstrat. This paper is onerned with the apillary problem in a lass of non-ylindrialdomains in K � Rn+1 obtained by saling a bounded ross-setion 
 � Rn along the vertialaxis. The apillary surfaes are desribed in two di�erent ways. In the �rst model, they aredesribed as the boundary of a Caioppoli set and in a seond model, after transformingK to a ylinder, they are desribed as graphs of funtions on 
. The volume of the uid ispresribed. For both models, the energy funtional is derived and delared on the appropriatefuntion spae onsisting of BV -funtions. Main results are existene and a priori boundsof minimizers, using the diret methods in the alulus of variations. For the speial aseof a one over the domain 
, a riterion is given to assure that the tip is not �lled withliquid. Another point of examination onerns modelling the volume restrition by means of aLagrange multiplier.Keywords: Equilibrium apillary surfaes, BV-funtions, existene, Lagrange multiplierAMS subjet lassi�ation: 76B45, 76M30, 49Q201. IntrodutionPhysially it an be observed that drops of liquid are held in equilibrium in vessels thathave tips at the bottom or that are unbounded with suÆently fast narrowing rosssetion. Examples are the one in Rn+1 over some domain 
 � Rn or the narrowingtube, both shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Equilibrium drops in narrowing vesselsResponsible for that phenomenon are apillary fores on the free surfae of theliquid and on the interfae between the liquid and the boundary of the vessel. In anequilibrium on�guration, the total energy of the liquid takes a (loal) minimum. TheG. Shindlmayr: Kastanienweg 4, D-63303 DreieihISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



748 G. Shindlmayrtotal energy is given by the sum of the surfae energy, being proportional to the areaof the free surfae, the wetting energy, being proportional to the area of the liquid-solidinterfae and the potential energy. Thus, the equilibrium problem naturally leads tothe formulation as a variational problem. A broad variety of mathematial methodshave suessfully been applied to apillary problems. A survey over many aspets ofapillary surfaes and their mathematial treatment is given in [8℄.In [12℄ the problem of apillary surfaes in a domain K is treated, where K isassumed to be the supergraph of a Lipshitz funtion ! bounded from below and sat-isfying limy!1 !(y) = 1. The liquid is desribed by a Caioppoli set E � K, i.e.RK jD�E j < 1, with presribed volume jEj = V . The advantage of suh a generalsetting is that no assumptions about the topologial type of the solution surfae areneeded to be made. Main results are the existene of a minimizer for the total energyand the regularity of the boundary of E. A regulariy result onerning the intersetionurves of the vessel boundary with the liquid surfae an be found in [14℄, formulatedby means of urrents from geometri measure theory (f. [7℄).A speial ase extensively studied in the literature is the ase where the vessel is aylinder over some ross-setion 
, suh that a surfae an be desribed by the graph ofa funtion u : 
 ! R. Besides treating the Euler-Lagrange equation of the variationalproblem, whih is an equation of presribed mean urvature with Neumann boundaryondition, advanes in the existene theory have been made using the diret methods inthe alulus of variations in the spae BV of funtions of bounded variations (f. [6, 9 -11℄). In [10℄ existene and regularity of a apillary surfae in a ylinder with presribedvolume below the surfae are shown.The aim of this work is to study the apillary problem in a lass of non-ylindrialdomains suh as those shown in Figure 1. They are obtained by saling a ross-setion 
along the vertial oordinate t via a saling funtion �(t) > 0. Partiularly, the existeneof a solution and the physial phenomenon of drops held in equilibrium, as desribedat the beginning of this artile, are regarded. In Setion 2 the liquid is modeled as aCaioppoli set as done in [12℄. For the one K over some domain 
 � Rn (salingfuntion �(t) = t), a riterion is given to assure that the tip of the one is not �lledwith liquid (Theorem 1). For the domain K, obtained by hoosing �(t) = 1jtj as salingfuntion (right-hand side of Figure 1), existene and boundedness of the solution set Eare shown (Theorem 2).In Setion 3 a oordinate transformation is used to transform the domain K ontoa ylinder, where K is again obtained by saling a ross-setion 
 along the vertialaxis. Then, the upper and lower surfaes of the liquid an be desribed by means oftwo funtions u and v. Motivated by [10℄, the volume onstraint is taken into aountby introduing a Lagrange multiplier. After deriving the energy funtional (19), it isexplained how the funtional is delared for general u; v 2 BV (Theorem 3). For thespeial ase of the one (saling funtion �(t) = t), existene and boundedness of asolution are shown and the dependene on the Lagrange multiplier � is examined. It isproved that the volume between the surfaes monotonially onverges to in�nity with�!1. The results are summarized in Theorem 4.It shall be remarked that the results from this artile are part of the dotoral thesis[11℄, where also some more details an be found.



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 7492. Model I: Caioppoli setsRepresenting the uid by a set E � K, the energy funtional is given byF(E) = ZK jD�E j+ � ZK xn�E dx+ � Z�K �E dHn�1 (1)where �E is the harateristi funtion of E, � > 0 is the onstant of gravity and �is the wetting onstant, whih is assumed to be non-negative. The ontat angle  isrelated to � by the identity � = � os . The perimeter RK jD�E j of E in K is de�nedby ZK jD�E j = sup�ZK �E div g dx ���� g 2 C10 (K;Rn) with supx2K jg(x)j � 1� : (2)The variational problem under onsideration then isminF(E) (E 2 fF � K : jF j = V g): (3)Using the funtional above, Giusti (f. [12℄) shows the existene and boundednessof a solution if the vessel is bounded from below and has Lipshitz-regular boundary.(Further regularity ofK might be needed if � < 0.) As a ruial tool to onstrut feasibleomparison funtions, Giusti used the following lemma, whih will also be helpful here.Lemma 1 (Giusti [12℄). Let L be a Borel set und D an open domain, RD jD�Lj > 0.Then there exist v0 > 0 and Q0 > 0 depending on D and L \D suh that for jvj < v0a set F exists with F = L outside of D andjF j = jLj+ v (4)ZD jD�F j � ZD jD�Lj+Q0jvj (5)ZD j�F � �Lj dx � Q0jvj ZD j�Lj: (6)2.1 The Cone. Let 
 � Rn be open and bounded with Lipshitz-ontinuous boundary�
 and outer unit normal vetor �(x). Let K � Rn+1 be the one over 
,K = �(tx; t)j (x; t) 2 
� R�0	: (7)This domain K is a speial ase of the problem treated in [12℄. Therefore existene andregularity of the minimizer are guaranteed. The following theorem states the onditionunder whih the tip of the one is not �lled with liquid in equilibrium.Theorem 1. If the domain 
 satis�es the inequalityj
j < �n Z�
p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1; (8)then for the solution E of problem (3) there exists no "0 > 0 suh that fx 2 Kjxn+1 <"0g � E.



750 G. ShindlmayrProof. To onstrut a ontradition, it is assumed that there exists an "0 suh thatfx 2 Kjxn+1 < "0g � E. Let D �� K withinffxn+1jx 2 Dg > "0; ZD jD�E j > 0; Z�D jD�E j = 0:For notational onveniene, letE" := fx 2 Ejxn+1 < "gE" := fx 2 Ejxn+1 > "g�" := fx 2 Ejxn+1 = "g:The idea of the proof is to ompare the energies of E and E". To get a ontradition tothe minimizing property of E, one annot diretly ompare E" to E beause E" doesnot satisfy the volume restrition. Speaking in physial terms, the liquid being removedfrom the tip of the one has to be put somewhere else (whih will be inside of D) insuh a way that one an still estimate the energy. To use Lemma 1 with L = E" one�rst noties that the onstants v0 and Q0 do not depend on " for " � "0, sine one antake the same D and hene has the same sets L \D. Now "1 � "0 is hosen in suh away that jE"j < v0 for all " < "1, whih is always possible sine learly lim"!0 jE"j = 0.By Lemma 1, for eah " < "1 there exists a set F with F = E" outside of D suh that(4) - (6) hold with L = E" and v = jE"j. In partiular, by (4), jF j = jE"j+ jE"j = V ,i.e. F is feasible. From (6) it followsZK xn+1�F dx � ZK xn+1�E" dx+ 1jE"j: (9)Using F(F ) � F(E")+ 2jE"j by (9) and (5) and omparing the energies for E" and E,one gets F(F ) � F(E) +Hn(�")� � Z�K �E" dHn + 2jE"j (10)where Hn denotes the n-dimensional Hausdor� measure. As E" is just the tip of theone by assumption, elementary integration yieldsHn(�") = "nj
j and Z�K �E" dHn = "nn Z�
p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1 (11)whereas jE"j = "n+1j
jn+1 is of higher order in ". For " small enough, (8) leads to theontradition F(F ) < F(E)Remark. The geometrial interpretation of the riterion given in Theorem 1 is aondition on the opening angle of the one. The opening half-angle � an be de�ned bythe identity sin� = Hn(�")Hn(S")



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 751where Hn(S") = R�K �E" dHn is the area of the surfae S" = �E" \ �K at the tip. By(11), riterion (8) an be written in the formHn(�")R�K �E" dHn < �:In terms of the opening angle � and the ontat angle  de�ned by � os  = � thisinequality takes the form sin� < � or � < � �2 . Written in this from there are formalsimilarities to results in [4℄.2.2 The 1t-saled domain in R3. Let 
 � R3. The domainR = ��xt ;�t)j (x; t) 2 
� R�0	an also be parametrized by	 : Q = 
� R! R2 � R; (x; t) 7! (etx;�e�t):In these loal oordinates (x; t), the volume element is vQ = et. The standard oordi-nates in R3 will be denoted by y to avoid onfusion. The following version of Poinar�e'sinequality holds in R.Lemma 2. Let v 2 BV (R). Then there is a onstant C = C(
) suh that����ZR y3jvj dy���� � C �ZR jDvj+ Z�R jvj dH2� :Proof. Let v 2 BV (R) and u = v Æ	 be the pull-bak on Q. Then by Poinar�e'sinequality in 
 ����ZR y3jvj dx���� = ZQ e�tjuj vQ dxdt= ZRZ
 ju(x; t)j dxdt� ZRC �Z
 jDxuj+ Z�
 juj dH1� dt: (12)
For smooth v, by oordinate transformation, one has the estimatesZR jDvj = ZQ ���D1u;D2u; xD1u+ yD2u�D3u��� dxdt � ZRZ
 jDxuj dxdtand Z�R jvj dH2 = ZRZ�
 jujp1 + e4t(x � �)2 dH1dt � ZRZ�
 juj dH1dtproving the assertion for smooth v. For v 2 BV (R) the assertion follows by approxi-mation



752 G. ShindlmayrTo avoid the asymptoti behaviour at y3 = 0, a vessel K is onstruted from the1t -saled tube R by setting a trunated one on top of R, suh that the boundary of Khas in�nite height. The behaviour for t! �1 is not a�eted. An expliit formular forK ould be K := ((y; y3) 2 R3 ����� y = x=jy3 � 1j for y3 < 0y = x(y3 + 1) for y3 > 0 (x 2 
)) : (13)What remains to be examined is the question whether a drop an be in equilibriumwithout \falling down" the vessel. An answer is given in the theorem below.Theorem 2. Let F be the funtional de�ned in (1), 0 < � � 1. Let � be suÆentlysmall. Then there exists a set E � K minimizing F among all sets F � K with jF j = Vund inffy3j y 2 Fg > �1.Proof. The �rst step is to show that the energy funtional (1) is bounded frombelow. For E � K, E0 = E \ fy3 < 0g, one an apply Lemma 2 to get� ZK y3�E dy � � ZK y3�E0 dy� ��C �ZK jD�E0 j+ Z�K �E0dH2�� ��ZK jD�E j+ � Z�K �E dH2 + j
j�for � � �C . The boundedness of (2) now follows immediately.The next step is to �nd a minimizer among all sets F � K�M , where K�M = fy 2Kj y3 > �Mg is the vessel with an arti�ial obstale at level �M . The vessel K�M �tsinto the framework of [12℄, thus the existene (and C1;�-regularity) is ensured.The last step is to show that the obstale is not touhed, suh that forM �M0 onehas the same minimizer. This follows from Lemma 3, where an a priori lower bound forthe minimizer is shown, that is independent of MLemma 3. Let F be the funtional de�ned in (1), 0 < � � 1 and � be suÆentlysmall. Let E minimize F among all F � K�M , jF j = V where K�M = fy 2 Kj y3 >�Mg. Then there exists a boundM0 independent ofM suh that inffy3j y 2 Fg > �M0.Proof. The idea of the proof follows [12℄ where upper bounds are shown. LetET := fy 2 Ej y3 < TgET := fy 2 Ej y3 > Tg�T := fy 2 Ej y3 = Tg:Let D �� K open with RD jD�E j > 0 and R�D jD�E j = 0. For T < T0 � inffy3j y 2 Dgone has jET j < v0 and by Lemma 1 there is a set F with F = ET outside of D suhthat (4) - (6) hold with v = jET j. In partiular, jF j = V , i.e. F is feasible, andZK y3�F dx � ZK y3�ET dx+ 1jET j:



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 753By omparing F and E, one getsF(F ) � F(ET ) + 2jET j� F(E) + 2H2(�T )� ZK jD�ET j� � Z�K �ET dH2 � � ZK y3�ET dx+ 2jET j:Using Lemma 2 and subsequently the isoperimetri inequality givesF(F ) � F(E) + 2H2(�T )� (1� a)�ZK jD�ET j+ � Z�K �ET dH2�+ 2jET j� F(E) + 2H2(�T )� (1� a)� ZR3 jD�ET j+ 2jET j� F(E) + 2H2(�T )� 3jET j1� 1n + 2jET j� F(E) + 2H2(�T )� 4jET j1� 1nfor T < T0 where in the last step jET j ! 0 for T ! �1 was used. Sine E is aminimizer, 2H2(�T )� 4jET j1� 1n � 0: (14)The remaining steps are similar to [12℄: From (14) it follows thatddT jET j = H2(�T ) � 42 jET j1� 1n :Assuming ET > 0 for T < T0, integrating the last inequality leads tojET0 j 1n � jET j 1n � 42n(T0 � T )and thus T � T0 � 2n4 jET0 j 1n3. Model II: non-parametri surfaes3.1 General saled vessels. Let the vessel K be onstruted by saling a ross-setion
 � Rn along the vertial axis,K = �(�(t)x; t)j (x; t) 2 
� R	: (15)The saling funtion � is assumed to be smooth. To represent surfaes in K by graphsof funtions, one an use loal oordinates, that transform K onto the ylinder 
� R.Suh loal oordinates are given by the map	 : Q = 
� R! Rn+1; (x; t) 7! (�(t)x; t): (16)



754 G. ShindlmayrFor the moment, let �
 be smooth. The indued metri tensors gK on K and g�K on�K are gK = � �2In ��0x��0xT 1 + (�0)2jxj2�g�K = � �2In�1 ��0Px��0(Px)T 1 + (�0)2jxj2� (17)where P is the orthogonal projetion onto T (�
). The indued metri tensor on asurfae S(u) : t = u(x) isgS = �2In + ��0(x
Du+Du
 x) + (1 + jxj2)Du
Du: (18)The orresponding volume elements pdet g are vK = �n,v�K = �n�1p1 + (�0)2(x � �)2vS = ��2(n�1)(u)jDuj2 + (div (�n(u)x))2� 12 :The energy funtional for a liquid between the surfaes S(u1) and S(u2), where u1 andu2 are smooth funtions, an be written asJ(u1; u2) = Z
 vS(u1) + vS(u2) dx+ � Z
 Z u2u1 tvK dtdx+ � Z�
 Z u2u1 v�K dtdHn�1:After another transformation v = �(u) with �0 = �n�1 > 0 and �(0) = 0 and afterintroduing a Lagrange multiplier � for the volume restrition, the �nal version of theenergy funtional is (writing u and v instead of v1 and v2)F�(u; v) = Z
 �jDuj2 + (div ( (u)x))2� 12 + Z
 �jDvj2 + (div ( (v)x))2� 12+ Z
 Z v(x)u(x) H�(t) dtdx+ � Z�
 Z v(x)u(x) p1 + ( 0(t))2(x � �)2 dtdHn�1: (19)Here,  = �n Æ ��1=n, H� = ����1 � �� and � = � Æ ��1.In analogy to the apillary problem in the ylinder (f. [6, 9 - 11℄), a minimumis sought in the lass BV of funtions of bounded variation. This is due to the lineargrowth of F in the gradients of u and v. Therefore the funtional F has to be de�ned forgeneral BV -funtions. This an be done via a measure-theoretial method developedin [5℄ (f. also [1, 2℄).The following theorem holds.Theorem 3. Let 
 � Rn be bounded and f 2 C(�
� R� Rn), suh thatmjpj � a � f(x; s; p) �M jpj+ A �(x; s; p) 2 
� R� Rn�



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 755with onstants m > 0 and a;A;M � 0. For every (x; s) 2 
 � R let the map p 7!f(x; s; p) be onvex on Rn. Then the funtional u 7! R
 f(x; u;Du) dx an be extendedto the funtional u 7! I(u) � R
 f(x; u;Du) on BVlo(
), suh that:1. I(u) is lower semi-ontinuous on BVlo(
) with respet to L1lo(
)-onvergene.2. For u 2 BV (
) \ L1(
) there exists a sequene fukg of funtions uk 2 C1(
)suh that uk ! u in L1(
) and R
 f(x; uk; Duk)! R
 f(x; u;Du) for j !1.The onstrution R
 f(x; u;Du) shall shortly be reviewed. For a Radon measure�, let � = �a + �s be the Lebesgue deomposition in an absolutely ontinuous and asingular part with respet to the Lebesgue measure Ln. The Ln-density of E in x isde�ned as lim�!0+ jE \B�(x)jjB�(x)j where B�(x) = �y 2 Rnj jy � xj < �	:Let f0 : 
� R� Rn ! R+; f0(x; s; p) = limt!0+ f(x; s; p=t)tand ~f : 
� R� Rn � R� ! R+; ~f(x; s; p; t) = ��f(x; s;�p=t)t if t < 0f0(x; s; p) if t = 0 :Then (p; t) 7! ~f(x; s; p; t) is onvex and homogeneous of degree one on Rn � R�. Thefollowing de�nitions are still needed: Let M(u) � 
 be a Borel set withLn(M(u)) = jDujs(
�M(u)) = 0:Furthermore, let u� = sup�tj fyju(y) < tg has Ln � density 0 in x	u+ = inf �tj fyju(y) > tghas Ln � density 0 in x	N(u) = �x 2 
ju�(x) < u+(x)	S(u) = �(x; s) 2 
� Rj s < u+(x)	:Then R
 f(x; u;Du) is de�ned by the identityZ
 f(x; u;Du) = Z
 f�x; u(x); (Du)a(x)�dx+ ZM(u)�N(u) f0�x; u+(x); dDudjDuj (x)� djDuj+ ZN(u) Z u+(x)u�(x) f0�x; s; dDudjDuj (x)� dHn�1:Evaluating the divergene term in the integrand �jDuj2 + (div ( (u)x))2� 12 , Theorem 2an be applied to the funtional F in (19) settingf(x; s; p) = �jpj2 + (n (s) +  0(s)p � x)2� 12 :



756 G. ShindlmayrThe onvexity of f an be heked via the Hessian matrix. For details of the relaxationproedure f. [13℄.In the following subsetion, the speial ase where K is a one is treated in greaterdetail. Applying the non-parametri methods to the ase where K is 1t -saled, one getssimilar results orresponding to those from Subsetion 2.2.3.2 Non-parametri surfaes in the one. The one is a speial ase of the vesselsonsidered in (15) with saling funtion �(t) = t. The total energy funtional (19)beomes F�(u; v) : = Z
 �jDuj2 + (div (ux))2� 12 + Z
 �jDvj2 + (div (v x))2� 12+ Z
 ��v n+2n � un+2n �� ��v n+1n � un+1n � dx+ � Z�
(v � u)p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1: (20)Remark. As an alternative to the general theory behind Theorem 3, the surfaearea funtional for the one an be de�ned byZ
 �jDuj2 + (div (ux))2� 12= sup(Z
 u div g + ux �Dgn+1 dx���� g = (g; gn+1) 2 C10 (
;Rn+1)supx2
jg(x)j � 1 ) : (21)A similar tehnique was used in [3℄. Property 1 (lower semi-ontinuity) from Theorem 3is easily heked, whereas property 2 (smooth approximation) is more ompliated andproved by using molli�ers (f. [13℄).The aim of this setion is to prove the following theorem.Theorem 4 (Summary of Theorems 5 - 9). Let �
 be of lass C2 and 0 < � �1� a (a > 0). Then for � > 0 the problem F�(u; v)! min has a solution inKÆ = n(u; v) 2 (BV (
))2 \ (L1(
))2��� 0 � u � Æ � vo: (22)The solution funtions u� and v� satisfy the estimate0 � u� � v� � k� � � (n+ 1)�(n+ 2)��n : (23)The sequenes fu�g and fv�g are non-inreasing and non-dereasing in �, respetively.For �!1 one has lim�!1 inf
 v� =1 (24)lim�!1 sup
 u� = 0: (25)If j
j < �n R�
p1 + (x � �)2dHn�1, then u is not idential to zero on 
.The monotony in � and the limits (24) - (25) desribe how the solution depends onthe Lagrange multiplier. In partiular, the volume of the liquid, V = R v n+1n� �un+1n� dx!1 as � ! 1. For learness of the proof, the theorem is split into the sequene ofTheorems 5 - 9.



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 757Theorem 5 (Existene). Let �
 be of Lipshitz type and 0 � � � 1. Then theproblem F�(u; v)! min in KÆhas a solution (u; v) satisfying v � k� � � (n+1)�(n+2)��n.Proof. As a �rst step, the a priori estimate for v shall be derived. Let v0 =min(v; k�) and A = fx 2 
j v(x) > k�g. Assume jAj > 0. Clearly,Z
 �jDv0j2 + div (v0x)2� 12 � Z
 �jDvj2 + div (vx)2� 12 (26)� Z�
(v0 � u)p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1 � � Z�
(v � u)p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1: (27)The funtion f�(x) = �xn+2n ��xn+1n takes its strit minimum in k�, so for the potentialenergy term, Z
 f�(v0)� f�(u) dx < Z
 f�(v0)� f�(u) dxby the assumption. Those three inequalities give F�(u; v0) < F�(u; v), whih is aontradition to the minimizing property of (u; v). Therefore, v � k�. Now the existenean be proved. By the a priori estimate, the solution is sought in ~KÆ = fu 2 KÆju � k�g.Sine H�(t) ! 1 for t ! 1, the funtional F� is bounded from below on KÆ. Anyminimizing sequene (uk; vk) (k 2 N) is bounded in (BV (
))2. By ompatness ofthe embedding BV (
) ,! L1(
), there is a subsequene that onverges in (L1(
))2to a (u; v) 2 (L1(
))2. Lower semiontinuity of the funtional implies that (u; v) is aminimizer. One easily heks that (u; v) 2 ~KÆTheorem 6 (Monotoniity in �). Let �
 be of Lipshitz type and 0 � � � 1. Fori 2 f1; 2g and �1 < �2, let (ui; vi) be the solution ofF�i(u; v)! min in KÆ:Then v1 � v2 and u1 � u2 a.e.Proof. For notational onveniene, letv0 = max(v1; v2)u0 = min(u1; u2)f�(x) = �xn+2n � �xn+1nI�(u) = R
 �jDuj2 + (div (ux))2� 12 � R
 f�(u) dx� � R�
 up1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1J�(v) = R
 �jDvj2 + (div (v x))2� 12 + R
 f�(v) dx+ � R�
 vp1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1:Here, only v1 � v2 will be shown. Let A = fx 2 
j v1 > v2g and w0 = min(v1; v2).Sine (u1; v1) minimizes F�1 ,I�1(u1) + J�1(v1) = F�1(u1; v1) � F�1(u1; w0) = I�1(u1) + J�1(w0);



758 G. Shindlmayrhene J�1(v1) � J�1(w0). Similarly, J�2(v2) � J�2(v0) holds. Together, this givesJ�1(v1) + J�2(v2) � J�1(w0) + J�2(v0): (28)Using the de�nitions of v0 and w0 and using v0 + w0 = v1 + v2, the identityJ�1(w0) + J�2(v0) = J�1(v1) + J�2(v2)+ ZA f�1(v2) + f�2(v1)� f�1(v1)� f�2(v2) dx:an easily be derived. Simplifying the last term by using the de�nition of f� and byusing v1 > v2 on A, this leads tof�1(v2) + f�2(v1)� f�1(v1)� f�2(v2) = (�1 � �2)�v n+1n1 � v n+1n2 � � 0on A. Equality only holds if jAj = 0. Suppose, jAj > 0. Then, by the last estimate,J�1(w0) + J�2(v0) < J�1(v1) + J�2(v2)in ontradition to (28). Therefore, jAj = 0 or, equivalently, v1 � v2 a.e.For proving the following theorems, some lemmata are needed. The �rst one on-erns the domain 
.Lemma 4. Let �
 be of lass C2. Then there exists a onstant C" suh that forv; u 2 BV (
) with v � u � " and A = fx 2 
ju(x) < v(x)gZ�
(v � u)p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1 (29)� ZA �jDvj2 + (div (v x))2� 12 + ZA �jDuj2 + (div (ux))2� 12 + C" ZA v n+1n � un+1n dx:It shall be remarked that the tip of the one is taken out of onsideration by in-troduing the level ". Then this lemma is the non-parametri version of the followinglemma stated in [12℄.Lemma 5. Let K � Rn+1 be the supergraph of some C2-funtion ! with boundedmean urvature. Then there exists a onstant C > 0 suh that for all A � KZ�K �A dHn�1 � ZK jD�Aj+ CjAj:Another lemma onerning level-sets will be used later to prove a priori bounds forthe solutions.Lemma 6. Let 
 � Rn be bounded, f 2 L1(
) and A(�) = fx 2 Rnj f(x) < �g.Then the non-dereasing funtiony : R! R; � 7! ZA(�) �� f(x) dx



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 759is ontinuous and di�erentiable from the left with y0�(�) = jA(�)j.Proof. By de�nition of y(�), one has for h > 0y(�)� y(�� h)= ZA(�) �� f(x) dx� ZA(��h) �� h� f(x) dx= ZA(��h) �� f(x) dx+ ZA(�)�A(��h) �� f(x) dx� ZA(��h) �� h� f(x) dx= ZA(��h) h dx+ ZA(�)�A(��h) �� f(x) dx:Therefore, sine �� h � f(x) < � in A(�)� A(�� h),jy(�)� y(�� h)j � hjA(�� h)j+ hjA(�)� A(�� h)j:This gives the ontinuity of y in �. It remains to show that y0�(�) = jA(�)j, whih isequivalent to limh!0+ ����y(�)� y(�� h)h � jA(�)j���� = 0:By the above alulation, one has the estimate����y(�)� y(�� h)h � jA(�)j���� � ��� jA(�� h)j+ jA(�)�A(�� h)j �A(�)���� 2 jA(�)�A(�� h)j:The right-hand side onverges to zero for h! 0+ if�A(��h) ! �A(�) for h! 0+ in L1(
): (30)Relation (30) an be shown by Lebesgue's onvergene theorem. Sine the harateristifuntion is dominated by 1, it suÆes to show the pointwise onvergene. Let x 2 
be given. If �A(�)(x) = 0, then this implies �A(��h)(x) = 0 for all h > 0 and theonvergene is trivial. The other ase is �A(�)(x) = 1. If one had �A(��h)(x) = 0for all h > 0, then this would lead to the ontradition � � h � f(x) < � for allh > 0. Therefore, �A(��h0)(x) = 1 for a h0 > 0. But then �A(��h)(x) = 1 holds for all0 < h � h0, again showing the onvergene for h! 0+As a last tool, the following version of a omparison theorem for ordinary di�erentialequations, similar to Gronwall's lemma is stated.Lemma 7. Let y : [a; b℄! R be non-dereasing and ontinuous, f be non-dereasingand Lipshitz ontinuous and g � 0 be ontinuous, suh that the inequality y0(x) �f(y(x))g(x) holds a.e. Let  be the (unique) solution of the initial value problem 0(x) = f( (x))g(x) (a) = y(a) ) :



760 G. ShindlmayrThen y(x) �  (x) for all x 2 [a; b℄.Theorem 7. Let �1 > 0 be given. Then under the assumptions of Theorem 4 thereexists a �0 suh that v� � �1 (31)a.e. for � � �0.Proof. Let �2 > �1 and �2 � � � �1. De�neA(�) = fx 2 
j v�(x) < �gv�;� = max(v�; �)w�;� = v�;� � v� = max(0; �� v�):Then, (u�; v�) being minimizer, the inequalityF�(u�; v�)� F�(u�; v�;�) � 0holds. The last expression an be written asZA(�) �jDv�j2 + (div (v� x))2� 12 � n�jA(�)j+� Z�
(v� � v�;�)p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1+ ZA(�) ��v n+2n� � �n+2n �� ��v n+1n� � �n+1n � dx � 0:Now one an use Lemma 4, � � 1� a and the estimate�(�� v�) � �� � v�� � C�(�� v�) for � > 1; �1 � � � �2to get the inequalitya ZA(�) �jDv�j2 + (div (v� x))2� 12 + a(1�� 2) ZA(�) v�;� � v� dx � 2n�jA(�)jor, equivalently, Z jDw�;�j+ (1�� 2) Z
w�;� dx � 2na�1�jA(�)j:The onstants 1 and 2 do not depend on �. Multiplying both sides with an " > 0 tobe hosen later, this gives" Z jDw�;�j+ "(1�� 2) Z
 w�;� dx � 2n"a�1�jA(�)j: (32)Now Ehrling's lemma in the formkukLp(
) � "kukBV (
) + (")kukL1(
)



Capillary Surfaes in Non-Cylindrial Domains 761(where 1 < p < nn�1 ) an be applied. There is a �0 suh that for � � �0 one has"(1�� 2) > ("). For suh �, kw�;�kp � "3�jA(�)j. H�older's inequality leads toZ
w�;� dx � 3"�jA(�)j1+ �p (� = p� 1):Setting y(�) = Z
w�;� dx = ZA(�) �� v� dxand using y0�(�) = jA(�)j by Lemma 6, the last inequality an be written as(3") pp+� y0�(�) � y(�) pp+� �� pp+� : (33)Assume y(�1) > 0, whih implies y(�) > 0 for all � 2 [�1; �2℄ by monotoniity of y.Then Lemma 7 may be used to showy(�1) �p+� � y(�2) �p+� � (3")� pp+� �� �p+�2 � � �p+�1 � : (34)Independently of �, one has y(�2) � �2j
j. Sine "� pp+� ! 1 for " ! 0, the lastinequality is a ontradition to the assumption y(�1) > 0 if one has hosen " smallenough in (32)Theorem 8. Let 0 < �1 < Æ be given. Then under the assumptions of Theorem 4there exists a �0 suh that for � � �0v� � �1 a:e: (35)Proof. For the proof being very similar to that of Theorem 7 only the ansatz willbe given. Let �1 > �0 > 0 and �1 � � � �0. De�neA(�) = fx 2 
ju�(x) > �gu�;� = minfu�; �gw�;� = u� � u�;� = maxf0; u� � �g:Now the ansatz is F�(u�; v�)� F�(u�;�; v�) � 0Theorem 9. Let �
 be of Lipshitz type and 0 < � � 1. Letj
j < �n Z�
p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1 (36)and (u; v) be the solution of the problem F�(u; v)! min in KÆ. Then u is not identialto zero on 
.Proof. Suppose u � 0 on 
. Comparing u to the onstant " givesF�(u; v)� F�("; v) = �n"j
j+ �"n+2n � �"n+1n + �" Z�
p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1= �� Z�
p1 + (x � �)2 dHn�1 � nj
j� "+ o("):The expression in brakets is greater than zero by (36). For " small enough, this givesF�(u; v)�F�("; v) > 0 in ontradition to the minimizing property of (u; v)Aknowledgements. I thank J. Bemelmans (Aahen) for helpful disussions.
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